At Meridian Hills C. C. (Indianapolis distr.) a concrete walk in the center of the parking space and leading to a clubhouse door, is a thoughtful handling of a perplexing problem. Especially on rainy party nights the golf club automobile parking stands out as one of the sore spots of most plants. The Meridian Hills installation suggests that elevated concrete walks, possibly with posts for canvas canopies during rains, might be laid out in a manner that would make parking far more convenient.

smooth the holes in a sand pit, the caddy should explain that it is against the rules........ T F
42. Always hand your player the club he should use next........ T F
43. All balls found by a caddy in a round should be turned over to the player .................. T F
44. A caddy should say, "Hard luck," whenever his player makes a bad shot........... T F
45. A ball in the gully from No. 6 tee is out of bounds and counts one stroke ............ T F
46. If a ball is lying under a fence and is discovered by a caddy, he should leave it until his player has seen it and decided whether or not it is out of bounds ..................... T F
47. A caddy should never help in hunting a ball for another player in the same foursome.. T F
48. The white stakes along the woods are placed there to help the caddy mark where his player's ball has gone................ T F
49. A caddy should watch every ball his player hits and mark where it goes.................. T F
50. While holding the flag on a green, the caddy should always face the player making the shot T F

Describe the ninth green to a visiting player, using not more than 12 words.

Tulsa Club Stages Tourney to Aid Local Charity

HERE IS THE way Oakhurst C. C., Tulsa, Okla., responded to the appeal by President H. H. Ramsay of the U. S. G. A., that golf do its part in helping relieve the unemployment situation.

Oakhurst held a tournament on Nov. 6, 7 and 8 for the benefit of the unemployed. A committee, appointed to solicit prizes from Tulsa merchants, secured nearly $400 worth of trophies. A general letter was sent to 20 clubs within 100 miles of Tulsa, inviting all amateur golfers in the Southwest to participate. Sixty-five women and 194 men responded, women paying an entry fee of $1.00, men paying $1.50. The first day of the three-day tournament was devoted to the women's event, the second two days being turned over to the masculine mashie wielders.

Total receipts, amounting to $324.60, were turned over to Oakhurst's treasurer and will be donated, upon authorization by the board of governors, to one of the local Tulsa charities.

William Brown, Oakhurst pro, handled details of the tournament.

ONE ADVANTAGE of commercial fertilizers over stable manure is that they may be applied to any part of a golf course and the players can continue to use the fertilized turf.